Astro Quick Start Guide
“OK Google, talk to AtlasTrend”

Astro is young (yes, you can ask Astro how old it is).
While we are very excited by the technology, Astro still has lots to
learn. If Astro can’t answer something you ask today, please try again in
a few days because Astro will often be updated to become more useful.
Please read the Financial Services Guide before you start chatting with Astro,
available at www.atlastrend.com/financial-services-guide/

1. Activate Astro
Say “Ok Google, talk to AtlasTrend”

(works on Google Home, Google Home Mini, Google Assistant)

2. Have a chat
Interested in the fundamentals of investing & insights on building wealth early?
Say “I want to know more about investing fundamentals”

Want to find out how to invest in growing global trends?
Ask Astro “How does AtlasTrend work” or “What trends can I invest in”
Keen on the latest weekly news & what it means for investing?
Tell Astro “I would like the latest weekly news”
Not sure what else to ask?
Just say “Help”

3. For AtlasTrend Members
Already invested in a Trend & want to initiate a request to invest more?
Tell Astro “I want to initiate an additional investment”

4. Make Astro more useful for you and everyone else
Did you find Astro useful or annoying? Any feedback you provide will
help Astro be more useful.
Say “I want to provide some feedback on Astro”

Disclaimer: Atlastrend Pty Ltd (ABN 83 605 565 491) (AtlasTrend) is a Corporate Authorised Representative (No.
001233660) of Fundhost Limited (ABN 69 092 517 087, AFS License No. 233045) (Fundhost). Any advice
contained in this communication is general advice only. None of the information provided is, or should be
considered to be, personal financial advice. The content has been prepared without taking into account your
personal objectives, financial situations or needs. You should seek your own advice before making any financial or
investment decisions. The information provided in this communication is believed to be accurate at the time of
writing. None of AtlasTrend, Fundhost or their related entities nor their respective officers and agents accept
responsibility for any inaccuracy in, or any actions taken in reliance upon, that information. A copy of AtlasTrend’s
financial services guide can be found www.atlastrend.com/fsg
.
Any managed investment fund product (Fund) offered via this communication is offered via a Product Disclosure
Statement (PDS) which contains all the details of the offer. The PDS is issued by Fundhost Limited as responsible
entity for the Fund. Before making any decision to make or hold any investment in a Fund you should consider the
PDS in full. The PDS is available at www.atlastrend.com/pds or by calling AtlasTrend on 1 800 589 778.
Investment returns are not guaranteed. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

